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Deficit climbs to $9.2 million
Budget shortfall leads to reduced spending and possible layoffs
By HEIDI SHAFFER
Editor

The university is preparing
for a projected $9.2 million
budget deficit.
In a meeting Friday, President
Edna Szymanski explained
that consequences of the shortfall might mean layoffs for staff
and faculty.
In September, the administration froze hiring in an effort to

avoid future
layoffs, but
the prospect
of
layoffs
became
a
reality when
the state of
Minnesota
announced
Szymanski
a $5 billion
deficit in December.
MSUM’s deficit stems from a

smaller appropriation of funds
because of the state shortfall,
as well as a 1 percent decrease
in enrollment for the fall 2008
semester.
“Budgets are based on balanced enrollment, which is not
necessarily a smart thing to
do,” Szymanski said.
MSUM hasn’t seen a shortfall this large since 1995 when
then-president Roland Barden

came into office. In that year,
30 staff members chose early
retirement and 45 were laid off,
according to Bette Midgarden,
vice president of Academic
Affairs.
Though layoffs are likely,
they won’t occur right away,
according to Szymanski, and
the school has taken several
steps to try to prevent them.
“I’m hoping and praying that

Ups
and downs

of

energy drinks
Energy drinks
offer quick
boost,
but not
without
negative effects
on health

By ADAM HEIDEBRINK
Staff Writer

When students must meet the
challenge of academic and financial demands simultaneously, it can
become overwhelming. Many turn
to the quick burst of alertness that
energy drinks supply. But what else
are these drinks doing when consumed? Nothing good, according
to studies.
The amount of caffeine in a single
energy drink typically doubles or
even triples the amount of caffeine
in a can of soda. Such a high dose
of caffeine is ultimately counterproductive in a person’s need for

I can achieve enough through
these other things we’ve talked
about so that (layoffs) don’t
happen,” she said.
Szymanski hopes to increase
revenue through a slight
increase in enrollment.
While tuition rates are set at
4 percent, they could increase if
approved by MnSCU.

Budget, back page

Snow removal
crews put
in overtime
By ALICIA STRNAD
Copy Editor

This winter’s record snowfall has one
group on campus putting in massive overtime to keep the campus clear.
Gordy Bergman, MSUM’s grounds and
roads maintenance supervisor, and his crew
are responsible for keeping MSUM’s 115
acres—including 17 miles of sidewalk as
free of snow as possible.
When a snowstorm hits campus, crews
begin clean-up as early as 3 a.m. They initially focus on high-priority areas, such as
sidewalks that lead to Kise and connect the
academic buildings.
MSUM’s snow removal crew includes the
four members of the grounds crew, plus the
other physical plant workers.

snow, back page

New leadership
course raises
more than $10,000
By ANNA GEORGE

energy.
Marissa Parmer, Wellness Center
fitness specialist said, “Caffeine
causes dehydration and dehydration makes you tired, yet a high
amount of caffeine will make it
tough to sleep.”
This causes a painful cycle of
drowsiness and insomnia.
Dehydration is very common
among students today and even
more commonly overlooked.
“This is because many things consumed by students—soda, energy
drinks, and alcohol—actually dehydrate the body,” Parmer said. “And
to replenish this loss, it takes twice

as much water than the beverage
they drank.”
Being tired but unable to sleep is
not a healthy means of accomplishing academic or financial tasks.
Instead, it causes a disruption to
a person’s internal clock and will
form an irregular sleeping pattern,
which is another major cause of
drowsiness.
“It is vital to keep a sleeping pattern, even on the weekends when
there are many distractions keeping
the students out late. Time management is key,” Parmer said.

energy, page 11

Staff Writer

A leadership class organized fundraisers for local charities, making more than
$10,000 last semester.
LEAD 301 is a new course created for a
leadership studies minor, teaching students
different views on leadership, ways to lead,
what can affect a leader and how to create
good first impressions.
“It really gives you a nice look into what
leadership is,” junior Caitlin DeaKyne said.
Using the skills developed in the course,
students raised money for organizations,
such as The Dorothy Day House, The North
Dakota Autism Center and Brynn Duncan, a
local girl paralyzed in a car accident.

class, page 10
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Security
Report
12.30-1.13

12.30 False fire alarm 1 floor
bathroom of Hagen
12.30 False fire alarm, basement
of MacLean
12.31 Grant access to library
12.31 Accidental alarm in CMU
12.31 Unsecured door Lommen
12.31 Unsecured door Hagen
12.31 Jump start off campus
1.1 Vehicle theft in parking lots
1.2 Escort to Nelson
1.2 Jump start Lot S
1.3 Unsecured door in Center
for the Arts
1.3 Unsecured door Nemzek
1.3 Jump start Lot U
1.4 Unsecured door in Science
Lab
1.13 Auto boot placed, released
in Lot U
1.13 Auto boot in Lot A
1.13 Jump Start Lot E

Advocate meetings
4 p.m. Mondays in
CMU 110

The Advocate would like to
invite any interested students
to their weekly meetings in
The Advocate office. Pick
up an application today and
apply to be a sports writer,
staff writer, cartoonist or
photographer. Photographers
meeting at 4:30 p.m.

Celebrating Obama

MSUM will celebrate “A
New Birth of Freedom” by
offering the campus and
community the opportunity
to share the experience of
the inauguration of the 44th
President of the United States,
Barack Obama.
The event will take place
Tuesday in the CMU Ballroom.
Doors will open at 9 a.m. and
there will be a program beginning at 9:30 a.m., followed by
a viewing of the inauguration
events from Washington.
Obama will take the oath of
office at 11 a.m. and deliver
his inaugural address immediately following. Lunch will
be available for $3 following
Obama’s inauguration.
The League of Women
Voters of the Red River
Valley is holding a post-election seminar at 12:30 p.m. in
CMU 101, games and activities are planned for the ROC
beginning at 2:30 p.m., and an
Obama Ball dance is scheduled from 8 to 10 p.m. in the
Underground.
Live coverage of the inaugural parade will be broadcast in the CMU ballroom
until 2:30 p.m. and then at 1
p.m. in CMU 101 a student
organization fair will take
place at 1 p.m.
A variety of campus groups
and student organizations are

working together to plan the
event.
For more information,
visit www.mnstate.edu/cah/
obama.cfm.

Energy assistance
program

Assistance with energy
costs is available for households in Wilkin and Clay
counties.
Assistance amounts are
based on the number of
household members, the type
of fuel used, actual fuel costs
from the previous heating
season and the households
previous three month gross
income. There is no asset
limit.
Call West Central Minnesota
Communities Action Agency
at 800-492-4805 or 218-2997846 for an application.
Funding is provided by the
MN Dept. of Commerce and
the U.S. Dept. of Health &
Human Services.
Assistance is paid directly to heating vendor and if
requested 30 percent of your
grant may be paid to the electric company.

Career Services
offers internship
workshop

Students interested in
learning about internship
programs beneficial to them

Thursday, Jan. 15, 2009

are invited to the “Why and
How of Internship Workshop
for Non-Teaching Majors.”
The workshop is scheduled
today from 3 to 3:50 p.m. in
CMU 207.
Contact Career Services in
CMU 114 or at 477-2131 for
questions about the workshops.

Scholarship window
now open

The Council on Staff Affairs
Scholarship application window is now open.
These scholarships are
available to MSUM classified
staff and their dependents
enrolled in degree-seeking
programs at MSUM.
Last year, CSA awarded 14
scholarships, totaling $6,000.
Eligibility requirements,
application requirement and
awarding procedures are
found on the application form,
available at: www.mnstate.
edu/csa/scholarships.cfm.
All completed applications
must be received by 4:30
p.m. on March 6. For more
information contact Sherry
Estrem, NSE Coordinator, at
477-2171.

Credit for speech
workshop

There will be a face-to-face
evaluation to earn credit for
prior learning in speech com-

Advocate
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H

munication, CMST 100 at 10
a.m. on April 4 in Center for
Arts. Students must have
earned at least 16 at MSUM
credits with a GPA of at least
2.0 or higher to qualify. An
application which includes
documentation of public
speaking experience plus
an evaluation fee of $75 is
required to be submitted to
continuing studies by March
23. The documentation may
include letters, job descriptions, outlines of previous
speeches or other items that
support the fact that the student has learned the essentials of public speaking.
At the April 4 workshop,
students will present a 5 to 7
minute informative or persuasive speech as final evidence
to earn the credit. They will
also need to turn in an outline
of their speech to the evaluator at that time and serve as
a listener and responder to
other speakers.

Spring gallery
schedule

The Annual Art Faculty
Exhibition, hosted by the Art
and Design department is set
to run Jan. 12 to 21.
There will be a reception
held today from 4 to 6 p.m. in
Center for the Arts.
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The Advocate encourages letters to the editor and your turn
submissions. They should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year in
school or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are due by
5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to MSUM Box 130, dropped
off at The Advocate office in CMU Room 110 or e-mailed
to us at advocate@mnstate.edu. The Advocate reserves the
right to edit letters and refuse publication of letters omitting
requested information. It does not guarantee the publication
of any letter.

Final registration

1.15 to 1.22

7 a.m. Wood sculpture display CA 149
7 p.m. Wrestling at Augustana College
3 p.m. The Why & How of Internships Workshop

CMU, 207

1.16 6 p.m. Last day to Web drop/add

Swimming and Diving at U of M-Morris

8 p.m. Men’s Basketball vs. Wayne State

“My feet have fungus.”
“I hate this fricken computer.”

1.17

The Advocate is prepared for publication by Minnesota
State University Moorhead students and is printed by Davon
Press, West Fargo, N.D.

Minnesota Open at Minneapolis
Bison Classic at NDSU

1.18 2 p.m. Sunday

Copyright 2008, The Advocate.

“Larry Cat in Space”
Planetarium
General admission, $3; Children 12 and under,
senior citizens and Tri-College students, $1.50
Shown through March 9. Also plays at 7 p.m.
Mondays.

The Advocate is always looking for talented writers, photographers, columnists and illustrators. Meetings are held at 4
p.m. every Monday in CMU 110.
Contact the editor for more information or come to the
staff meetings.
Glenn Tornell Adviser
Heidi Shaffer Editor
Ben Sailer Assistant Editor
Chris Erickson Opinion Editor
Miranda Hasse Features Editor
Mark Keller Arts and Entertainment Editor
Tim Stulken Sports Editor
Chris Huber Photo Editor
Leslie Wood Copy Editor
Liz Johanson Copy Editor
Tarver Mathison Copy Editor
Alicia Strnad Copy Editor
Megan Nitschke Copy Editor
Kelly Brown Advertising Manager
Dustin Brick Business Manager
Julie Barry Distribution Manager
Columnists: Heath Butrum, Michael Johnson, Liz Johanson,
Chris Erickson, Jenny Hilleren, Bethany Hill, Ben Sailer.
Reporters: Devin Berglund, Maxwell Heesch, Erica Anderson, Allison Hesford, Cassandra Miller, Ryan Fliginger,
Nichole Seitz, Ross Torgerson, Matt Hopper, Taaren Haak,
Matt Leingang, Ashley Hoeck, Lillie Lambert, Jenny
Hilleren, Kimberly Ehrlich, Adam Heidebrink, Logan Grossman, Taaren Haak, Brianna Brickweg
Photographers: Jenny Christen, Lindsay Hunter, Taaren Haak,
Jared Winmill,
Illustrators: John Berdahl, Chris Fried

1.19

Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday (no class)

1.20 8 a.m. U.S. Presidential Inaguration

BOEWFSZ
DMPTFUP
ZPVS
DPMMFHF

noon Acoustic Afternoon CMU Main Lounge
12 p.m. Take the Lead Web site Development for

Student Organizations, CMU 216

3 p.m. Resume Workshop for Non-Teaching Majors

CMU 208

4:30 Barack Obama’s Inauguration Party CMU
p.m. Ballroom
7 p.m. I Can’t Believe You Asked That— Lecture

Phillip Milano

1.22 8 p.m. Obama Ball CMU in the Underground
7 p.m. Grocery Bag Bingo, CMU Ballroom
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New shop serves up more than just tea
BY LISA CALL
Staff Writer

While coffee shops have
become a common late night
stomping ground for many
students, two local residents
have found a different studentfriendly niche to fill.
Teaberry, located in Fargo’s
budding downtown specializes
in an item like no other in the
area, the Taiwanese Boba tea.
Also known as a bubble tea,
Teaberry offers this delectable
drink in a colorful array of 27
exotic flavors from avocado to
lavender or mango.
“Boba teas are healthier,
lower in calories and everything is natural,” Trung
Nguyen, co-owner of Teaberry
said. “We use cane sugar and
non-dairy creamer.”
Similar to a smoothie, these
creative concoctions contain a
sweet surprise. Lining the bottom portion of the cup is a
patron’s choice of “jellies” or
“pearls.”
“Pearls are almost like
gummy bears and they take
on the flavor of the drink,”
Nguyen said. “The jellies are
fruitier and more like Jell-O.”
Junior Cari Golden sums up
her love of Teaberry in one
word: “Yummy.”
For those not in the mood
to add to the chilliness of
the extreme winter weather,
Teaberry also offers several
warm drinks such as Frenchpress Vietnamese coffee, Thai
tea and milk tea, Hong Kong
style.
“In the summer we are rocking it, but in the winter our volume has gone down,” Nguyen
said. “We incorporated more
warm drinks.”
“Within the next two weeks
we are changing our menu
again to include more sandwiches,” Nguyen said.

BEN SAILER / THE ADVOCATE

Trung Nguyen decided to make a career change from medicine to opening his own business, Teaberry, on Broadway in Fargo.

Nguyen was completing his
medical residency when he
decided it was time for a career
change, proof a student’s focus
of study doesn’t necessarily
predict his or her future career
choice.
“It wasn’t a good fit for me,”
Nguyen said. “I didn’t see people happy in the field.”
With a strong focus on the
student population, Teaberry
has free Wi-Fi Internet and
many plush, cozy couches
along with a flat-panel television.
Junior Rose Sangrait frequents the eclectic locale.
“Love it. The design is fabulous,” Sangrait said. “I enjoy
the flat screen with the loud
music.”
Nguyen and his wife, Gaolee,

put work into creating more
than just a brand.
“We did everything but the
electrical ourselves,” Nguyen
said. “We didn’t want anything here we wouldn’t have
at our house.”
Frustrated that the FargoMoorhead area offered little
options for late-night entertainment, the Nguyens have
begun to bring in a successful
run of musical acts.
“Open mic night filled the
place,” Nguyen said. “The live
DJ parties have been drawing a
large crowd.”
With plans to launch another
branch in the West Acres mall,
the popularity of Teaberry has
spread.
“During the lunch hour, we
get business professionals who

Pistol
Pete’s
Live Music!

Jan. 16 & 17:

october road
1772 W Main Ave
West Fargo, ND
701.478.4012

No cover charge with
valid student ID!

work downtown,” Nguyen
said.
Keeping with the flow of the
modern age, a Facebook group
was created for Teaberry.
“We were getting 50 to 60
friend requests a day,” Nguyen
said.
From the curious customers
and the faithful frequenters,
Teaberry is a gleaming beacon
of welcoming warmth nestled
amongst the bustle of downtown commerce.
“We do our best for everyone
coming in to feel comfortable,”
Nguyen said. “We certainly
invite all MSUM students to
come check us out.”
Lisa can be reached at
callli@mnstate.edu

Jared Winmill / The Advocate

With unique drinks and a comfortable atmosphere, Teaberry
offers a new feel to downtown.
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Advocate editorial board
Ben Sailer
Assistant Editor

Chris Erickson
Opinion Editor

Find a way to help
support MSUM
through the coming
budget deficit
The dismal state of the current economic crises is
having far-reaching negative implications for businesses, organizations and individuals all across the
world.
That includes MSUM.
We all know the university is having severe budget
issues. There’s talk of staff potentially being laid off.
The job market for upcoming graduates looks entirely
less than promising. Mounting student loan debt is an
ever-pressing concern that’s never going to go away.
Things aren’t looking good, but it’s not all doom and
gloom.
In these economically depressed times, it’s important
for us to do what we can to support our school.
Here at The Advocate we recently participated in
filming a television commercial to promote MSUM
and our mass communications department (which really does host one of the best journalism programs in
the region).
Student senate and our football team’s quarterback,
bioscience major Craig Kutz, did similar commercials.
You don’t necessarily need to be on TV to show your
school spirit, but there are a number of small things
you can do to help the cause.
Maybe you could try thanking an exceptional professor who has helped you in some way. Or try supporting our sports teams by going to a game, or go to any
of the other numerous activities and events hoseted on
campus.
The budget shortfall will affect us as students last,
with the possibility of a small increase in tuition. It is
important for us to remember that while that idea may
be stressful to us, there are other people out there who
are feeling the heat much more.
Because of this, we should take time to do things such
as thanking our General Maintenance workers for the
extra work they’ve been putting in.
While the budget issues might seem pressing to us,
we need to keep our patience because faculty and
staff face the very real possibility of being laid off.
In short, the best thing we can do is keep up morale
and spread the word.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and your turn submissions. They should be
typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m.
Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Illustration by Chris Fried / The Advocate

Heidi Shaffer
Editor

Letter to the Editor
Hats off to the MSUM’s
General Maintenance Workers
(GMWs) for their excellent
work clearing the campus during this recent record-breaking
snowfall.
I don’t know how many tons
of snow were removed from
campus during the past few
weeks, but rumor has it that
over 1,000 truck loads of snow
were scooped up and hauled
away from campus. Bravo!

Many may not be aware
that the number of GMWs has
diminished over the past few
years; consequently, the current
crew has been asked to do more
with less, and to work longer
hours—and this certainly was
the case during these past few
weeks. The GMWs have been
arriving on campus early in the
morning and working late into
the night—sometimes 12 to 15
hour shifts—and certainly not

in the most accommodating
conditions, to say the least!
So the next time you see
workers shoveling snow from
a sidewalk or clearing a parking lot with a payloader, tip
your tossle cap to them, give
them a thumbs-up, and shout
out a hearty Dragon, “Thank
you,” for a job well done.
Thom Tammaro
English Department

Increasing cancer awareness
Cancer. Most are aware of
the stigma it carries: Plague,
poison, destruction, even death.
Although many know of an
individual who has battled it,
numerous still believe they are
invulnerable. However, young
or old, all can be affected.
At just 25 years of age, life
changed dramatically. In 18
seemingly short weeks I went
from waiting for the results of
my annual pap test, to being
told I have severe dysplasia, the
first stages of cervical cancer.
Cervical cancer is caused by
the Human Papillomavirus.
Unfortunately, HPV can be
transferred through sexual
skin-to-skin contact without
knowledge or symptoms of the
infection. Typically the body
fights off the HPV by itself,
although, at times flat irregular
cells referred to as dysplasia can
develop and must be removed.
On Aug. 11, 2008, I found
myself in a purple hospital
gown, wrist bracelet and all,
walking into an operating room.
As I lay staring up at the huge
medical spotlight dangling
overhead, I begin wondering
how I ended up here in the first
place. After six doctor visits,
two biopsies and a battery of
blood tests I was climbing onto
a surgical table to be treated for
cervical cancer.
“Just relax,” the anesthesi-

ologist said. As he lowered the
anesthesia mask to my face, he
said, “Think of a happy place.”
Annual pap tests remain key
to identifying dysplasia in its
early stages. If caught early
enough treatment can be highly effective. Unfortunately, not
every woman can afford or has
access to preventative medical
screening.
According to the Gynecologic
Cancer Foundation, more than
11,000 women in the United
States are affected by cervical
cancer annually. In addition,
cervical cancer is the second
most common cause of cancer
death in women worldwide.
In response to women’s
health concerns, Merck & Co., a
drug manufacturer, developed
a promising vaccine named
Gardasil in 2006, for women
ages 9 to 26. Merck & Co. states
the vaccine will protect against
four of the 35 HPV strains
known to infect the genital tract.
These four strains are believed
to be responsible for approximately 70 percent of all cervical
cancer cases. However, once a
person has contracted HPV, the
individual strain(s) they may be
carrying cannot be identified.
Gardasil is administered in
three separate stages. After
receiving the first regimen of
the vaccine you must return
for your second regimen two

months later. The third is then
administered four months after
receiving your second regimen.
Even though Gardasil does
not treat any HPV strains an
individual may already have,
I will be receiving my third
regimen of the vaccine in
November. During that time I
will also find out if any dysplasia has returned. However,
for now, my cervix is clear and
continuing to heal.
Although Gardasil seems to
have been a success, some question just how effective the vaccine is in the long-term.
“The answer won’t be known
for decades,” ABC News’ medical editor, Dr. Timothy Johnson
said on a recent broadcast.
True, we may not know
just how effective or if booster
shots will be required in the
future, but I’d like to think that
some protection is better than
none. To all women out there, I
strongly urge you to think about
yourselves and your loved
ones. I don’t wish the horrific
experiences I’ve endured upon
anyone. Talk to your doctor,
become protected and be one
less affected by cervical cancer.

Jessica Burkhardt
Guest Columnist
Senior, MSUM
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Alcohol policy creates new problems
It would stand to reason
that MSUM’s alcohol policy is
intended to discourage drunken disruptiveness on campus
and encourage responsible
behavior.
That’s what you would think
anyway, and for the most part,
it does. However, there is at
least one part of the policy that
is, as a friend of mine described
it, “pretty bogus.”
As we all know, essentially all alcohol is prohibited on
campus and for good enough
reasons that should be obvious.
However, if you live on campus
and drink any amount of alcohol off campus, regardless of
whether or not you’re of legal

age, you can be charged for
bringing alcohol into your residence (and therefore violating
this policy) because your body
is considered an alcoholic container. This effectively equates
you to being a walking beer
can.
I’m going to pause for a
moment to allow the stupidity
of this to fully sink in.

This is an
asinine stipulation because
it
encourages
intoxicated students living on
campus not to go
back to their own
room and sleep
in their own bed
after they’ve gone somewhere
else to drink, which you know
they’re going to do. Frequently.
The effect this ultimately ends
up having on students runs
counter to the policy’s intended
aims in a couple of ways.
For one, it encourages people to just stay out and drink
more, because instead of going

home after they’ve had too
much, they’re more likely to
stay where they’re partying at
rather than risk getting caught
by going back to their room.
Worse than this, however,
is it dramatically increases
the potential for harmful and
unwanted sexual encounters
between plastered college kids.
Intoxicated students are more
likely now to sleep wherever
they’re at, possibly with whomever they’re with, if they don’t
have anywhere else they can
go.
While I wouldn’t condone
completely turning a blind eye
to excessive alcohol consumption on campus, this policy is

leading students who might
already be making bad decisions to make even more bad
decisions. Drunk sex probably
isn’t safe, or consensual, sex.
Explaining to your illegitimate kids down the road that
they were born as the result
of some poor life choices you
made while inebriated in college
due to an ill-conceived clause in
your university’s alcohol policy
isn’t something anyone should
have to do.
Stay safe and don’t do dumb
things.
Alcohol policy opinions?
E-mail Sailer
at sailerbe@mnstate.edu

General generals
Illustration by John Berdahl / The Advocate

Kimberly Ehrlich
Columnist

Snow piles can be dangerous

Illustration by John Berdahl / The Advocate

During the holiday break,
the first major dump of snow
brought about a graceful, synchronized dance of the snow
plows in the MSUM parking lot
across from my residence.
Chugging along in unison,
their movement and sound was
hypnotizing as they produced
gargantuan mounds of snow.
I often wondered where these
mounds of snow ended up after
they had mysteriously vanished
come morning. Residing in a
home near MSUM, I immediately found out the location:
The corners of all streets, those
with and without stop signs.
Does it take an industrial
engineer to figure out that plac-

Lisa Call
Columnist
ing a mound of snow higher
than most vehicles will obstruct
a driver’s view?
Cars have to inch out nearly to the middle of the road
to check both directions for
oncoming traffic. Sometimes I
play Russian roulette and zoom
across in hopes no one is heading my way.
Being a taxpayer in the city
of Moorhead is not a cheap feat
for a college student. Doesn’t

some of this $170 per month I
pay in utilities go toward city
snow removal? Please, remove
it, but remove it responsibly.
There is a reason people
drive less than the speed limit
this time of year: ice. Those
who wish to hitch a free ride on
someone’s bumper should take
the bus instead.
For people stuck in a depressive winter rut, remember
spring is on the horizon. We are
graced with more sunlight each
day and have commenced the
cap to an amazing school year.
Sick of snow?
E-mail Call
at callli@mnstate.edu

So you’ve picked out your classes carefully, managing to find
the one that fits into that perfect place in your schedule and that
fulfills the exact requirements you want, but now you actually
have to go to the class.
Turns out, when you get there, you realize you have no real
interest in the class and have no idea why you signed up for it in
the first place. It’s amazing how many students end up settling
for classes they ultimately won’t do well in.
And it feels like a lot of people I know are doing this; simply
signing up for a course because they need it to satisfy generals,
and it fits into their schedule.
I personally don’t understand it at all. This is a class you’re
going to be taking for half a year and spending quite a bit of
money on. Why would you sign up for something you’re not at
all interested in?
If it happened to be the case that it was the only class that
was still open for a requirement, simply go to the teacher of a
class in that requirement that actually looks interesting and ask
for an override.
Often it ends up that a person will stick with a class they
dislike and continue to take it until they realize they’re doing
badly due to lack of interest and end of dropping it. Aside from
adding to the limit of classes you can drop before you get put
on probation, you also end up losing money.
On the other hand, a major point of having generals is to try
out new things and expand your “educational horizon.” So
don’t be too reluctant to sign up for a class you don’t know too
much about. Just make sure it isn’t one you know you’ll hate.
Thoughs on generals?
E-mail Ehrlich
at ehrlichki@mnstate.edu
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Get caught up with
“Countdown to
the Crown”
For the first time, viewers will have input in who is
crowned Miss America.
Airing on TLC, the reality show will have a series
of competitions that result
in one winner per episode.
Each of the four winners will
receive a gold sash.
Then, the evening before
the pageant, America will
vote for one of the gold sash
winners to get a guaranteed
spot as one of the 15 finalists.
Contestants compete for
a golden sash by winning
group challenges or being
selected as a wild card by
the judges.
Episode One:
The first challenge is a
scavenger hunt around the
Queen Mary, involving Miss
America trivia.
The wild card round features a former Miss America,
Gretchen Carlson, as a
judge, and is focused on the
contestants speaking about
controversial topics.
The final challenge was to
speak for one minute about
pageant platforms and, yes,
aliens.
Episode Two:
The group challenge was
an obstacle course consisting of several events.
The wild card round was a
teaching session with model
Shakara Ledard, working on
a swimsuit runway walk.
The final challenge was
presenting swimsuit walks
to the judges. Miss Georgia
was awarded the gold sash.
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Reality show stars student
Miss North Dakota makes run for the crown on TLC
By TAAREN HAAK
Staff Writer

Tessie Jones has a new bullet point to add to her resume:
reality television contestant.
It’s just one of the many
new things that she has been
able to experience because of
her title as Miss North Dakota
2009. Jones is a senior art photography major at MSUM.
The TLC show, “Miss
America: Countdown to the
Crown” leads up to the Miss
America pageant by putting
the 52 contestants against each
other in challenges. It also
gives viewers a chance to get
to know the women before the
big pageant.
A new twist is that winners
of the challenges, who receive
a gold sash, will be put into
the running for America to
vote them into the top 15 in
the pageant.
Jones’ team has done well in
both of the episodes that have
aired so far, putting a chance
at a gold sash well within her
reach.
Taking part in the reality
show had its ups and downs,
Jones said. It was filmed in
Los Angeles over three weeks.
She loved the weather, since
it gave her a chance to get out
and take photos.
The women stayed at the
Queen Mary Hotel, which
Jones enjoyed, even though
it is rumored to be haunted.
She and her roommate, Miss
Tennessee, went to bed every
night with the TV on.
The contestants also went

Three Moorhead
locations!
South Moorhead

(South of the Interstate)

EasTen Mall
Downtown Mhd

submitted photo

Tessie Jones won the Miss North Dakota pageant and will compete
for Miss America on Jan. 24. The junior photography major can be
seen on “Miss America: Countdown to the Crown” on TLC.

sightseeing and made appearances in Los Angeles, getting
the opportunity to take a VIP
tour of Warner Bros. Studios
and to be guests on “Ellen.”
It was also a great opportunity to get to know the other
contestants and their viewpoints.
“I learned that the upper
Midwestern way of thought
is really quite different than
other parts of the country,”
Jones said. “On the whole,
the other girls were really fun,
and I know I’ve made some
great friends.”
One of the downfalls of

filming a reality show was the
production schedule, Jones
said. It often meant having to
eat breakfast as early as 5 a.m.
and not ending filming until
after midnight.
“A lot of the production
process is ‘hurry up and wait,’
” Jones said.
Also, sometimes the real
nature of a person or situation
can get skewed in the editing
process.
“I assure you, I am not a
dramatic person, and some of
what they show is edited to
make a story,” Jones said.
Overall, Jones said she

enjoyed the challenge, and the
pageant won’t seem as difficult after all of the surprises
of the show.
“The whole reality experience taught me to be ready for
anything, no matter how silly,
and to be yourself, no matter
how silly,” Jones said.
After filming “Countdown
to the Crown,” Jones made
several appearances and
assisting at local Miss North
Dakota competitions.
She recently started her
school tour on the western
end of the state and was
pleased with the overwhelmingly positive response from
kids of all ages.
Jones also did many radio
interviews to promote the
reality show and her platform
of good mental health.
She was able to catch the
show on TV, but admitted that
watching herself was somewhat surreal. Jones gets plenty
of screen time, because the
producers liked how candid
she was in her interviews.
Now she is focused on packing for her two weeks in Las
Vegas, where the pageant will
broadcast live.
“I’ve been too busy to be
nervous,” Jones said. “I’m
sure it will kick in as soon as I
get on the plane. Then there’s
no turning back.”
The thing she is looking forward to the most is revealing
her evening gown.
“I can’t wait to walk out
onto that huge stage and show
everyone what North Dakota
can do,” Jones said.
“Miss America: Countdown
to the Crown” airs at 9 p.m.
Fridays on TLC. Two episodes
remain before the live airing
of the Miss America pageant
Jan. 24.

Haak can be reached
at haakta@mnstate.edu

Why w
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Paradiso
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relax in th se a Chimi,
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ht!

(blocks away from MSUM,
behind KFC)
801 38th St. South, Fargo
www.paradiso.com
PAR3028
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Senior films finding spotlight
New flick ‘Old Dog’ to premiere at Fargo Film Festival
By RYAN FLIGINGER
Staff Writer

Senior Tyler Schwanke
hasn’t finished his degrees yet
but already has several projects under his belt
Schwanke will be graduating this spring majoring in
film production and English
with an emphasis in writing.
Film has been a life-long
passion of Schwanke’s.
“I’ve always been fascinated
with film. Ever since I was a
child I knew it was something
I wanted to do,” Schwanke
said. “I thought I wanted to
be an actor. In high school I
realized that I didn’t like being
in front of the camera, I liked
being behind it. I liked telling
people what to do and working behind the scenes.”
However, the dream was on
the back burner for his first
year of study.
“I didn’t jump into studying film right away. I started
out as a journalism major,”
Schwanke said. “I decided
I wanted to make movies. I
went to film school in New

York for a year to get some
experience and I decided to
come back here and finish my
degree.”
Schwanke is in post production of his latest project “Old
Dog.” It is set to premiere
at the Fargo Film Festival in
March.
“It’s about a retired couple in their early 80s, they’ve
been married for 50 years,”
Schwanke said. “They are
stuck in their routine. The
husband doesn’t appreciate
his wife for all that she does
for him. One day she’s had
enough and decides to leave
him. Through this, he realizes
how much she means to him,
and he goes out to find her.”
Last year Schwanke won the
Forks Film Festival with his
project “A Day with Mom.”
“It’s a short film about a guy
and his mother,” Schwanke
said. “They weren’t particularly close; they had some
issues to get through.”
Before the two characters
can have any resolution or
closure to their difficult rela-

tionship, the mother dies.
“Her dying wish was to
have one last day with her
son,” Schwanke said. “He
moved away from home in
Minnesota to New York. She
never got to see all that her
son had made of himself. On
the one year anniversary of
his mother’s death, the son
comes home. She comes back
to life to relive her dying wish
and spend one day more with
her son.”
The project was personal for
Schwanke.
“I wrote it, edited it and
directed it. For better or worse,
it’s all me,” he said.
Schwanke already has his
post-graduation
schedule
lined up.
“I’m looking to relocate to
Los Angeles,” Schwanke said.
“My immediate plans now
are to work with a friend of
mine on a low budget feature.
We hope to begin shooting
in Minneapolis a year from
now.”
Fliginger can be reached
at fliginry@mnstate.edu

Release Calendar
Movies
Jan. 16
“Hotel for Dogs” - PG
“Defiance” - R
“My Bloody Valentine 3D” - R

Games
Jan. 19
“Star Ocean: Second
Evolution” - PSP

Jan. 20

“Notorious” - R

“Stoked” - X360

“Paul Blart: Mall Cop” - PG

Jan. 21

“Chandni Chowk to China”
- PG-13

“Sim Animals” - Wii

Submitted photo

Music
Jan. 20
Reel Big Fish
“Fame, Fortune and
Fornication”
Bon Iver
“Blood Bank”
Umphreys McGee
“Mantis”

Tyler Schwanke, shown here on a set in New York, won an award
for one film at the Forks Film Festival and is preparing to premiere
his second, “Old Dog,” at the Fargo Film Festival in March.
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Men’s basketball

Burgess shares passion for game
By TIMOTHY STULKEN
Sports Editor

As the Dragon men’s basketball team continues to
struggle, senior guard Justyn
Burgess pushes the team to
improve.
Burgess, one of three seniors
on the team this year, has contributed substantially to the
team in both leadership and
points throughout the year.
The Dragons lost to
Augustana 74-80 Friday and
Wayne State 60-73 Saturday.
Burgess contributed to the
scoring in both games with 14
points on Friday and 6 points
on Saturday.
“Experience-wise, Burgess
has a lot to offer,” junior guard
Jerome Nelson said. “He has
played for much longer than
a lot of the other players, and
his skill level is motivating
for other younger players.”
Burgess discovered his passion for the game at an early
age while observing his father
coaching a basketball team.
“If your dad’s a coach, it’s
pretty much understood that
you will play,” Burgess said.
Burgess played throughout
high school at Minneapolis
North High and during
his time at Minneapolis
Community College.
Burgess will graduate in
might with an exercise science major. He said he is not
sure what he will do after
graduation, but he hopes to
get a job within his major.
Burgess said he enjoys
mentoring and encouraging
his fellow athletes.
“I feel I have contributed
most to the team in scoring
and ability, which comes
with age and experience,” he
said. “I push my teammates
by talking to and mentoring
them.”
Burgess shows his love for
basketball as he steps onto
the court.
“My favorite thing about
playing is having a passion
for the game,” he said. “It’s
just something I have always

been doing.”
Despite standout performances from Burgess and
other strong players, the team
is still struggling with a 4-9
overall record and 1-7 in the
conference.
Burgess said the team
needs to play better together
to improve.
“The two losses were not

good,” he said. “We have
to communicate better and
improve our rebounding.”
Nelson expanded, saying
that the team’s main problem
is rebounding.
“We could have won both
games,” he said. “We need
to make rebounds to win the
games though. Teams are getting a lot of second-chance

points, and if we do not
take care of the rebounding
problem, we will continue to
struggle.”
The Dragons will play at
Crookston Saturday.
Burgess and his team hope
to work to break a four-game
losing streak.
Stulken can be reached
at stulketi@mnstate.edu

Notes from Nemzek

Swimmers
dominate
in Florida
During the break, the women’s swim team attended the
Rollins Winter Invitational in
Daytona Beach, Fla.
The team took first in the
eight-team tournament with
524 total points.
Junior Ann Gusewelle was a
double winner in the 100-yard
breaststroke, 1 minute 7.40
seconds, and 200-yard breaststroke, 2:31.52. Freshman
Claire Caron was first in the
200-yard IM, 2:16.91, and 200yard butterfly, 2:12.95. Senior
Lauren Baalman won the 100yard butterfly, 1:02.30.
The team attends the tournament each year in order to
train extensively in a warmer
climate.
The Dragons are 7-0 overall and hope to continue this
streak as they compete against
U of M Morris on Friday.

Indoor track
starts season
off well

Chris HUbEr / the advocate

Senior Justyn Burgess makes a pass during a game earlier in the season. One of three seniors on the
team, Burgess is considered a leader by his fellow teammates.

Parking Open Hearing
The PARKING OPEN HEARING is
scheduled for January 29, 2009, between
the hours of 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. in
room 216 at the CMU. Proposed changes
in regulations for the 2009-2010 academic
year will be available from the
Parking Office, Security Building, beginning
January 23, 2009.
Comments and concerns will be addressed at
the hearing.

The men’s and women’s
indoor track teams made their
official debut on Saturday
at the Northwest Open in
Minneapolis.
The Dragons pocketed
five place finishes, including
senior Ashley Roemer in the
600, 1 minute 37.13 seconds, a
national qualifying time; sophomore Anna VanWechel in the
mile, 5:23.13; junior Amanda
Wickersham in the 800, 2:22.81;
senior Sarah Rebenitsch in
the 3000, 11:12.58. The men’s
4 x 400 relay crew of junior
Percy Watson, freshman Cory
Shufelt, junior Eric Asfeld and
sophomore Aaron Lund finished in 3:21.83.
The Dragons compete
Saturday in both the Bison
Classic and the Minnesota
Open in Minneapolis.
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women’s basketball

Dragons defeated, not demoralized
Women strive to regain intensity of early season after recent losses
By TIMOTHY STULKEN
Sports Editor

After an impressive 11game winning streak at the
start of the season, the Dragon
women’s basketball team fell
to Southwest-Minnesota State
on Jan. 2.
After coming back from a
15-point deficit to lose 55-59
to Southwest Minnesota State,
the team lost 74-55 to ninth
nationally ranked undefeated
Minnesota-Mankato the following night.
“We didn’t play as well over
break as we had the first part
of the season,” sophomore
guard Jenny Theisen said.
“Being in such a competitive
conference, you can’t take a
night off and must be on top
of your game every time you
take the floor.”
The women picked themselves up to win 75-67 Friday
against Augustana. However,
Saturday they lost by 2 points,
66-68, to Wayne State.
“We had a few setbacks over
break that were not exactly
expected,” senior guard Chris
Falzon said. “We ended up
having four conference games
and only got one win. It was
a rough couple of weeks for
the team but we would much
rather have these setbacks
now rather than later on in
the season when they can’t be
rectified.”
Falzon attributed Friday’s
win to the women’s ability
to play together and hold a
relatively high-scoring team to
only 67 points.
The team made the
shots they needed and
kept the ball moving.
On Saturday, the Dragons continued to play strong defense,
but they fell offensively.
“We just did not hit the shots

Chris HUbEr / the advocate

Junior guard Krista Opheim drives down the court during Saturday’s game against Wayne State. The
Dragons were defeated 66-68.

Hiring Immediately!
P/T & F/T TELESALES - $9/HR BASE PAY EARNING UP
TO $12/HR!
VARIETY OF FLEXIBLE SHIFTS, CASUAL WORK ENVIRONMENT
PAID TRAINING

Apply in person at:

we needed to,” Falzone said.
“When a team plays zone for
almost 40 minutes straight,
you need to hit shots that are
open, and we simply did not
do it.”
Theisen added that Wayne
State’s offensive strength contributed to the loss.
“Wayne State shot very well
on Saturday, and they played
more aggressive than we did,”
she said.
Over winter break, the team
worked to improve aspects of
their offense as well as timing
issues. They also continued to
condition to remain in shape.
Despite the past four lessthan-perfect games, the team
is confident in their abilities
to remain a strong force in the
division.
“The only outlook you can
have on the rest of the season
is a confident one,” Falzon
said. “We are going to prepare
to the fullest of our ability for
every game that we have left.
Because our conference is so
competitive, we need to do
whatever is necessary to keep
from losing any more games.”
Theisen shared her teammate’s enthusiasm.
“We expect the rest of the
season to be as strong as the
first and compete every night
to win the conference,” she
said.
The team hopes to bring
back some of their previous
success as they play Saturday
in Crookston.
“What ignited our strong
start this year was our ability
to play as a team and not just
talented individuals,” Falzon
said. “If we can all stay on the
same page, we could be a dangerous team come March.”
Stulken can be reached
at stulketi@mnstate.edu

SUPER
SUNDAY
Superbowl Sunday
February 1, 2009
2:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Catch all the action
on our...

120”

BIG Screen TV
Bucket Beer Specials $8
Free Buffet
Karaoke after the game
Door Prizes
Cover Charge $10

Moorhead

2829 S. University Drive, Fargo
www.pcifargo.com
EOE

1001 30th Ave. S.
218-233-1326

speakeasyrestaurant.com
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Classes help achieve fitness goals
By NICHOLE SEITZ

covered in tuition charges.
“It is a good thing that
With the coming of the new everything is included in our
year, you might find your- tuition. We don’t need to go
self among one of the many out and pay for a gym mempeople that made some kind bership when you can just
of resolution or another. If stay on campus and use what
you haven’t already gotten a they have here,” sophomore
start or don’t know where to Mickelle Owens said.
begin, look no further than
Owens hasn’t signed up for
right here on campus.
any of the aerobics classes
The Wellness
but is planning
Instructors will
Center is here
to start using
work with individu- the facilities at
to help stuals and help them the Wellness
dents
drop
no matter what
those unwanted
Center.
their skill level
holiday pounds
A full list of
may be.”
or just get into
all the classes
shape.
With
available and
Marissa Parmer
Fitness specialist
a wide selectheir
times,
tion of classes,
along
with
machines and
a sign-up, is
other tools, students will be posted in the Wellness
headed in the right direction Center or available online at
for fitness.
www.mnstate.edu/hendrix/
Whether a beginner or an wellness.
expert, the Wellness Center
Also located on the site is a
offers many aerobic workouts full description of what each
to get the blood pumping.
class focuses on so students
“Instructors will work with can come prepared to a sesindividuals and help them sion.
no matter what their skill
Aerobics classes will not be
level may be. Students can the only thing to encounter in
just come in their workout the Wellness Center. A basketclothes,” fitness specialist ball court, nutrition classes,
Marissa Parmer said.
massages and personal trainSome of the classes offered ers are all at the disposal of
include pilates express, kick- students.
boxing, zumba and boot camp.
The personal trainer is
Membership and the classes available in half-hour or hour
are free to MSUM students intervals on an individual
because the cost is already or buddy program. The cost
Staff Writer

“

chris erickson / the advocate

Casey Wangen has taught classes at the Wellness Center for the last four semesters. This semester,
he is teaching the class “Six Pack,” an abomninal strengthening class.

of the trainer is extra and
rate information is available
online or at the center.
If attending a class, students might notice a fellow
classmate or a faculty member leading the class.
“Some students, along with
instructors from the physical education department on
campus and other instructors
from the Fargo-Moorhead
area teach the classes,” Parmer
said.
Anyone who is interested

Class, front

Jan. 16
Avalanche
Johnson Barn
Dances

9pm - 1am / (701) 967-8912 / 2 miles North of Arthur, ND on HI.81
Barn Available for Rent - Wedding Dances or Parties
Admission $7.00 Visit Web Page at www.johnsonsbarn.com

“We raised money for
Stocking Stuffers, which
allows underprivileged children in our area to go and
buy gifts during the holiday
season,” DeaKyne said.
Fundraising can be difficult, but according to Tim
Borchers, associate vice president for Academic Affairs and
Dean of Arts and Humanities,
“Choose an organization that
aligns with your personal

in teaching must take a group
instruction class in the physical education department,
attend a few workshops, take
a certification test and then
interview with Parmer.
Instructors who commit to
teaching for a year will have
their certification test paid for
by the school.
Aside from teaching, students can also participate in
contests at the center. The
most recent contest that the
center provided was the

Calorie Challenge, which
lasted six weeks.
At the end of the contest
there was a small dinner and
ceremony with awards for
most weight loss and most
calories burned.
“We hope to do it again,
along with other things to
get people interested in the
Wellness Center,” Parmer
said.

values because your commitment will be stronger.”
To raise money, DeaKyne
and the group sold T-shirts
and asked different businesses for donations.
“We used the connections
we had and worked as a team
to really get things accomplished,” DeaKyne said.
“The goal of the assignment
was to get students to put
into practice the theories discussed in the course,” course

instructor Denise Gorsline
said.
Students were to present
their final projects to a panel
of judges, Cliff Schuette, Jean
Sando and Tim Borchers.
“It really made me happy
that my group could help
impact the kids’ lives,”
DeaKyne said.

Seitz can be reached
at seitzni@mnstate.edu.

George can be reached
at georgean@mnstate.edu.

Classifieds

Parking Open Hearing
The PARKING OPEN HEARING is
scheduled for January 29, 2009, between
the hours of 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. in
room 216 at the CMU. Proposed changes
in regulations for the 2009-2010 academic
year will be available from the
Parking Office, Security Building, beginning
January 23, 2009.
Comments and concerns will be addressed at
the hearing.

For Rent
For Rent. Available now. Efficiency, two, three & four bedrooms.
Heat paid. Between campuses
and north of campus. Most units
in duplexes and triplexes. (218)
236-1143. Fmcharterrentals.com
Two bedroom available immediately. Security, quiet, no parties!
Heat-water paid. A/C, ceiling fans,
mini blinds, off-street assigned
parking with plug-ins. Certified
crime/drug-free housing.
No pets.
218-298-1748 or 218-346-6584

Misc.

You have options! Free
pregnancy testing, limited
ultrasounds – Confidential. Call
701-237-6530 or
www.firstchoiceclinic.com

Luv of Dog Rescue needs foster
and forever families for many dogs
who have been rescued from area
pounds.Volunteer
opportunities are also available.
701-205-0190.
www.4luvofdog.com
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New IT director takes charge
By TARVER MATHISON
Copy Editor

It’s no secret that Daniel
Heckaman,
newly-hired
director of information technology, has big shoes to fill.
Heckaman took over for Les
Bakke. Bakke, who retired in
September after a long, varied career at MSUM, leaves a
legacy above and beyond his
former vocation as IT director.
Bakke began at MSUM 36
years ago as a veterans service officer. Through the rest
of his career, he served many
roles, including assistant registrar, veterans counselor,
and committee member for
the Department of Veterans
Affairs. He also served as
president, vice president and
webmaster for the National
Association
of
Veteran
Program Administrators.
Despite the loss of Bakke’s
many campus and community connections, Heckaman
feels confident that he and
the IT staff can rebuild and
improve upon what Bakke
started.
“I’m fortunate to have the
smart people that I do, so
I don’t have gaps in staff
knowledge,” Heckaman said.
“Everyone’s been great and

Heckaman

are very open to communicating. I get a sense that people
on campus are excited to be
working together.”
Heckaman, who was hired
in November, took on Bakke’s
old
responsibilities
but
acquired new ones as well.
He has also been named chief
information officer.
“For the most part, I maintain IT operations. That’s
insuring stability of the network, supporting operating
systems, phones and servers,” Heckaman said. “But
nowadays, campuses are
required to have a CIO as
well. That just means there’s
more responsibility for cross-

campus collaboration and
support.”
Despite the added workload, Heckaman’s professional background prepared him
for such a position.
Before MSUM, Heckaman
worked for 13 years at
MeritCare Health Systems
in management. Heckaman
hopes to apply some of the
management techniques from
MeritCare to improving the
IT department at MSUM.
”I’m mostly looking to
improve campus efficiency.
We have certain colleges and
departments that have developed their own IT expertise.
We’re looking to develop
more collaboration between
them,” Heckaman said.
Heckaman hopes that
increased collaboration and
understanding of technology
will continue to improve the
campus as a whole.
“I’m envisioning a university that any particular
student can look at and see
MSUM as a technical leader,”
Heckaman said. “That could
mean state-of-the-art labs,
classroom equipment needed
to educate and staff having
highly reliable IT services by
the IT staff to do their job day
in and day out. Whatever I

can do to increase our enrollment.”
IT staff formerly under
Bakke recognize the challenges they face through such
times of change.
“Bakke has been here so
long, and he was involved in
a lot of communities,”systems
administrator Craig Beckerleg
said. “He built it pretty much
from the ground up, so we’ll
have to work to rebuild that
community.”
However, staff like Marc
Holland, systems manager,
feel that Heckaman’s background at MeritCare will help
the department adapt.
“Heckaman brings in new
ideas,” Holland said. “His
perspectives on the business model make him well
equipped to deal with the
issues our campus is working
through.”
“I think he’s done a good
job of stepping in,” Bryan
Kotta, systems administrator, said. “Obviously there’s
a large learning curve with a
job like this, but I think he’s a
good fit.”

Mathison can be reached
at mathista@mnstate.edu.

Energy, front
Stress takes hold when
there is imbalance in life: lack
of sleep, being overworked
and lack of spiritual, emotional, and physical activity,
all contribute to stress.
Setting personal goals and
mapping out the upcoming
month of school, work and
even play is a great way to
not lose any sleep over it.
But who’s to blame for this
21st century buzz?
The amount of students
who also work a part-time
job on top of attending class
has increased greatly over the
past few years. This is when
the energy drink companies
try to grab this new market.
Few energy drinks mark on
the can how much caffeine is
actually in it.
Instead, marketing will
describe the drink as having
“guaranine” or “guarana,” a
subdivision of caffeine.
“If students saw energy
drinks as what they actually
are, high caffeinated beverages and not simply as an
energy boost, there would be
much less of a problem of
abusing them,” Parmer said.

Heidebrink can be reached
at heidebriad@mnstate.edu.

A MESSAGE FROM
PRESIDENT
SZYMANSKI
As you know, our nation and our state are experiencing
economic difficulties. MSUM faculty, staff and
administrators are working together to face this challenge.
We are an educational institution. Our first priority is
service to our students. Students must continue to receive a high
quality education without any extension of
their time to degree.
We are a community and we will continue to work together in
transparency and collaboration.
I welcome questions and concerns at any time.
You can contact me at: president@mnstate.edu

Back Page
budget, front
School officials are also
working with student senate
to adopt banded tuition in
an attempt to help full-time
students take more classes at
no additional cost, while also
increasing revenue.
“Students need to know that
we will not let them take the
brunt of this,” Szymanski said.
The school is also trying to
decrease expenses by outsourcing student services like the
bookstore and motor pool, as
done at other universities.
The bookstore also discontinued the 7 percent rebate it
gave to students each spring
for their textbooks.
Summer school class schedules have also been extended
in an attempt to increase enrollment for that semester.
“We’re really hoping more
students will advantage of the

more flexible summer school
classes,” Midgarden said.
“We’re whittling (expenses)
down with all of that, and
we’re praying ... that it will be
effective,” Szymanski said.
It’s still early in the budget planning for the prospective deficit, but news of possible layoffs has many worried,
according to Midgarden.
“I think there’s just unease
on how it will all work out,”
she said.
Szymanski plans to hold
more town hall meetings to
keep everyone informed.
“We’re going to be completely transparent with the whole
process,” she said. “We’re an
outrageously strong school
and we will get through this.”
Shaffer can be reached
at shaffehe@mnstate.edu.

2009-2010 Projected
Base Budget Deficit
2008-2009 Ending budget
Projected structural deficit
Adjusted base budget

$63,288,732
($2,655,037)
$60,633,695

Projected state
appropriation reduction
2009-2010 budget

($5,013,500)
$55,620,195

Deficit

$9,202,096

snow, front
Non-emergency
work
orders are put on hold to free
up workers for snow detail.
“When we go into the snow
mode, everybody’s kind of
focused on that,” Bergman
said.
When snow falls, crews
immediately clear as much as
possible.
“We try to get over everything,” Bergman said. “We
won’t do a super great job the
first time. We just get everything opened up so it’s passable.”
Once the snow stops and
the initial clean-up is complete, crews begin hauling
truckloads of snow to the
“tank farm,” the university’s
13-acre water retention site
east of campus.
There, the snow is packed
into large piles. With heavy
snowfalls, MSUM calls in
contractors for assistance,
primarily to get more equipment hauling snow to the tank
farm.
“When all of our equipment
is working everyday you still
can’t keep up, you have to
contract out more,” physical
plant manager Jeff Goebel
said.
The costs add up quickly—
Goebel estimates that 10 percent of the physical plant’s
operating budget is spent on
snow removal—but Bergman
said MSUM doesn’t cut cor-
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Crews worked 12 to 15-hour days removing the more than 30
inches of snow that fell on campus over winter break.

ners on snow removal.
“If you’ve got snow, you’ve
got to move snow or else you’ll
have a heck of a time trying to
move around,” he said.
The highest cost of heavy
snowfall is in overtime,
which Goebel expects to total
between $25,000 and $50,000
this year.
“We won’t know the overtime costs until wintertime is
over,” Goebel said, but those
costs are anticipated.
Workers in the physical
plant had to limit overtime
during the rest of the year
to save for increased winter
overtime.
Even with all the extra
hours staff put in clearing and
hauling snow, Bergman said
he still gets complaints from
students.

“You just kind of try to get
those people to understand
that there’s a lot of parking
spots and we can’t be on every
spot as soon as the first flake
falls,” he said. “We’ll get to
them all.”
In his 33 years at MSUM,
Bergman says this year is
nowhere near as bad as past
winters. During the frequent
blizzards of 1996-97, crews
split into two 12-hour shifts
just to keep up with snowfall.
“This winter, compared
to the last four or five years,
this is a good old-fashioned
Minnesota winter,” Bergman
said. “I don’t want to say it’s
nice, but it makes it interesting.”
Strnad can be reached
at strnadal@mnstate.edu.
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Questions?
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